Tables placed in the UMT file give the complete factorization over GF(q), q = pa, of each trinomial T(x) of degree n, 2 < n < d, as below, together with the generalized Euler ^-function whenever T(x) is not prime and <t>(T(x)) < a 10 . In addition, the numerical exponent and (/-polynomial is given for each T(x) whenever 2 < n < d,. On a microfiche card with this note, selected results from the above appear as Table I-Table IV as As evidenced by these tables, there does not necessarily exist a prime trinomial of given degree n over arbitrary GF(c7).
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Abstract.
Tables placed in the UMT file give the complete factorization over GF(q), q = pa, of each trinomial T(x) of degree n, 2 < n < d, as below, together with the generalized Euler ^-function whenever T(x) is not prime and <t>(T(x)) < a 10 . In addition, the numerical exponent and (/-polynomial is given for each T(x) whenever 2 < n < d,. On a microfiche card with this note, selected results from the above appear as Table I-Table IV as As evidenced by these tables, there does not necessarily exist a prime trinomial of given degree n over arbitrary GF(c7).
1. Introduction and Notation. The tables, both those placed in the UMT file and Table I-Table IV to be found on a microfiche card at the back of this issue, give the complete factorizations of all trinomials T(x) over GF(<7) as indicated in the abstract, where T(x) is monic and x / T(x). The generalized Euler 4>-function is given whenever Tix) is not prime and 4>(r(x)) < 108, and in some instances the numerical exponent and ¿/-polynomial belonging to Tix) axe given. Although the ¿/-polynomial belonging to gix) (Ore [7] ) is well defined for arbitrary gix) £ GF[q, x], "the numerical exponent" of nonprime gix) E GF[q, x] is root dependent. The reader is cautioned that "the numerical exponent" assigned to a nonprime polynomial Tix) in these tables is the multiplicative order of the companion matrix of Tix).
The tables complement those of Zierler and Brillhart [8] and were obtained on a Xerox 27 using a software package developed by the authors. Readers interested in efficient algorithms for factoring in GF[q, x] should see [5] and [6] .
Our terminology is that of [1 ] . Briefly, for monic polynomials fix) G GF For deg Tix) = n and Tix) belonging to xi" -x, this maximal ¿/-polynomial is always omitted. Table A is based on the "complete" set of tables as placed in the UMT file, and for each q, n gives the number of prime trinomials and primitive trinomials of the first, second, or third kind of degree n over GF(<7). An entry of "-" displays the number is not known. However, additional information is available in such a case: consider the subtable n Pr 1st 2nd 3rd
Distribution of Primes and Primitives.
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